
LSA SG Regular Meeting (Hybrid)

1427 Mason Hall / Zoom Link

Meeting ID: 940 6091 3035

Sept 15, 2021

8:00 PM

1. Call to Order

2. Opening Roll Call  () - Present, E - Excused, A - Absent

i. Watt, Tyler
ii. Farah, Zackariah

iii. Rifkin, Cameron
iv. Cohen, Jacob E
v. Theuerkauf, Caroline

vi. Rich, Sophia
vii. Salino, Sarah

viii. Goodsell, Alli E
ix. Hamamy, Salma E
x. McLean, Claudia

xi. Rothstein, Kayla
xii. Williams, Erik

xiii. Dai, Carol
xiv. Fioritto, Tyler
xv. Altimemy, Zahraa  A

xvi. Jonaitis, Cody
xvii. Stoneman, Max

xviii. Slack, Caroline
xix. Gunasekaran, Gaurie
xx. Zhao, Suki

xxi. Kado, Lydia
xxii. Nelson, Erica

xxiii. Tam, Peter
xxiv. Chakraborti, Aditya A
xxv. Addison, William

xxvi. Tedrick, Vincenzo (Vince)
xxvii. Neff, Ethan

xxviii. Burgaj, Roland (Ron)
xxix. Vidhya-Ponraj, Mithun
xxx. Juliao, Jordan

xxxi. Ramos, Lissette A
xxxii. Smith, Lauren A

xxxiii. Crews, Tiffany E
xxxiv. Berglund, Mollie
xxxv. Crespo, Maleny A

xxxvi. Mulliken, Ryan A
xxxvii. Pierangeli, Cody E

xxxviii. Sommerfeld, Elizabeth A
xxxix. Wojtara, Magda

xl. Colvin, Anna
xli. Orleans, Louis

xlii. List, Riley    A

3. Announcements

a. Zackariah – COVID! Don’t come if you’re sick.

https://umich.zoom.us/j/94060913035


i. He/him. LSA Vice. If you are feeling sick, feel free to take a bathroom break and

don’t come back (friendly). Join us via Zoom!

b. If you have not added your info to the LSA SG Member Info Sheet, I encourage you to!

i. Watt: Good evening. President, he/him. Glad to see everyone! Please fill out the

LSA member info sheet, optional! Share name pronunciation and pronouns. If

you’re curious about what we’ve been up to, there is a resolution tracker. Check

it out!

c. Curious what legislation we have worked on this year? Check out the Resolution Tracker!

i. [see above]

d. Kayla-procedures and stuff!

i. If you are a sponsor or wish to add amendments, please input it in suggestion

mode. Also, ‘point of information’ are questions directed at the chair, not for

thought-sharing. That happens during questions and comments. In addition,

please hold up your placard and wait to be addressed to speak.

e. Watt: Encourage you to check out page 8 of the opinion page. There is a thing on the

strike.

4. Approval of the Agenda

a. Motion: Zackariah

b. Second: Mithun

5. Approval of Previous Minutes (from September 1, 2021 General)

a. Motion: Max

b. Second: Sophia

6. Constituents’ Time - Share name, pronouns, major, what brought you here.

a. Michael, Cleveland, he/him. POLSCI, interested in LSA SG.

b. Aliyah. She/her. First year, pre dental. Interested in LSA SG.

c. Environmental Major

d. Molly. She/her pronouns. Studying psychology, interested in LSA SG.

e. He/him. Freshman, major in astrophysics.

f. Sophomore, studying international studies, interested in SG.

g. Athena, freshman, she/her, communications. Mollie got me interested.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1l1RF-hI7WnjILT1Pe6JURdZ-7tk92A-F9TbWpJoO3Pw/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1g_3Q7ujyliJ6p0RlyZrd65WHH5tEegrYIQjh0zGnjMw/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UxjOrOap2Oj4ZdK_D7502rLSramAD7muGpXyYSO0ipw/edit


h. Makayla. She/her. Major in Biology. Good way to get involved.

i. John. Chicago. He/him. Excited to be involved in government again. POLSCI/ECON

j. Mikayla. She/Her. Orlando? BCN. Want to get involved

k. Noah. Baltimore. He/Him. Freshman. Interested in SG.

l. Noah. He/Him. Interested in being more involved on campus.

m. Junior. Studying Art. Photography for Michigan Daily

7. Guest Speaker(s)

a. Dean Anne Curzan, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts (acurzan@umich.edu)

b. Assistant Dean , College of Literature, Science, and the ArtsKelly Maxwell

(kmax@umich.edu)

8. Executive Officer Reports

a. President﹣ (trwatt@umich.edu)Tyler Watt

i. Brought to my report wasn’t properly shared, feel free to look it over now. Not

too urgent, but met with many people, work on resolutions, and took care of

some administrative pieces.

b. Vice President﹣ (zfarah@umich.edu)Zackariah Farah

i. Busy week. Highlight: contacted by city about a new renter commission, want

students to apply and be on that commission. We can get students into the city

government! A great way for students to address the wrongdoings of landlords.

1. Vince: How viable?

a. support from several city council members and the mayor

c. Treasurer﹣Cameron Rifkin (crifkin@umich.edu)

i. Processed one expense for Campus Conservations Corps. Not much else.

1. William: I have expenses I would like to report, where?

a. To me. Also please let me know if you’re purchasing things.

d. Counsel﹣ (jaccohen@umich.edu)Jacob Cohen

e. Academic Relations Officer﹣ Caroline Theuerkauf (theuerkc@umich.edu)

i. I would liek to share what the AAC officer does. I look over the AAC bloc,

which included STAARS (Jordan chairs this) and CATNIS (Jordan also chairs,

Caroline vice). I linked in my report when we’re meeting and the committee
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projects, feel free to check it out. An AAC update is the new add/drop deadline

information, should have received an email from newnan about it.

f. External Relations Officer﹣ (sserich@umich.edu)Sophia Rich

i. Hello everyone! I’m Sophia, she/her. ERO includes the comms bloc. COMMS is

in charge of all things communications and a lot of the stuff we’re doing you can

read my report. To government members, please let me know ASAP if you would

like something on the DC email. I will need to forward it to Kelly, so please share

anything you would like on it by tonight. Going forward, they will be sent out

Thursday.

1. Caroline: Who’s water bottle is this :(

2. Rich: I will be snapping photos during this meeting, please let me know

if you do not want to be in it after the meeting.

g. Student Life Relations Officer﹣ (smsalino@umich.edu)Sarah Salino

i. Sarah. She/her. I am the SLRO and in charge of the SLC and its block (health,

trees). We do everything not involving academics at LSA. If you have any

questions, please come talk to me after the meeting. Friday the 24th 4-6:30pm,

we will be partnering with the Dean’s office for one of the events she was talking

about.

h. Secretary﹣ Alli Goodsell (goodsela@umich.edu)

i. Hi everyone! Sorry I’m not there (or maybe I will be) my car has decided to

simply pass away or either fake its death so I have to figure that out. Please

please pretty please read my report for reminders! If you’re a constituent (don’t

have a placard in front of you) please come up to me/Tyler/Zack at the end of the

meeting so we can get your attendance recorded to be an associate representative.

I love you all.

9. Committee Reports (in alphabetical order)

a. Budget Allocations Committee﹣Louis Orleans (lorleans@umich.edu)

i. No new information to report. Cycle and appeal dates are posted on the BAC

website. Also, let any friends interested in being a part of BAC to apply for

At-large membership on our site!
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ii. Tyler: Point of Order - Allow for questions for Louis.

b. Committee Advocating for Transfer, Nontraditional, and International Students﹣Jordan

Juliao (jjuliao@umich.edu)

i. Hello everyone! I’m Jordan (she/her) and chair of CATNIS. We deal with all

things not-including freshmans at LSA. We take care of everything that students

need. For everyone that is here, the liaison application for CATNIS is open.

Apply if you’re interested in being involved! Position for transfer, internation,

and non-traditional. Liaison application is linked in the agenda and if you don’t

have access, come talk to me.

ii. Watt: For the new folks, can you talk about the time commitment for the liaison

position?

1. CATNIS: attend committee meetings (every Wed at 5pm; zoom or

virtual) and attend office hours (Friday at 8am). We know this is early

but it is for international students to have a space to share; Liaison serves

to go between the student government and the student body. We want

someone dedicated to talking to students and learning what they need.

Come to me with any questions!

c. Diversity Affairs Committee﹣ Gaurie Gunasekaran (gaurie@umich.edu)

i. I’m Erica, she/her. I’m the co-chairing with Gaurie. DAC wants to make the

university and LSA as diverse as possible. We only had one meeting so far, but it

is at 6pm on Friday. Virtual this week. Come talk to me after if you have any

questions. We are working on a self defense project, a menstruation project, and

to create care packages for students in quarantine.

10. Task Force and Subcommittee Reports

a. Appointments Subcommittee﹣Claudia McLean (mclaudia@umich.edu)

i. Hello, nice to see everyone! Third year, studying sociology and spanish.

Appointments has been going well! You should all apply if you’re interested. I

linked the application in my report. If you do not access, let me know and I will

share the link. Closes Friday (sept 19th)! Interview week of the 24th. If the times

do not work, let us know and we will work with you. All voting members need to
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attend an interview. A sign up sheet will be made Friday. Appointment Hash will

be the 26th. If you have a conflict, let me or Alli know, all members should

attend. Time is TBD. More exciting news, theme generals will start soon. Next

week is formal! Student Activities Building’s Career Closet is a great way to get

something nice for the formal general! We are thinking of doing another jeaneral.

Jeaneral is dressing in all denim. Jeaneral. Hehe. Also nautical for the Edmund

Fitzgerald (courtesy of Tyler).

ii. Sophia: Thoughts on appointment hash being zoom or in person?

1. Haven’t thought about it yet. Could make it hybrid, but prefer in person.

Will test the waters and see. Let

iii. Kayla: Is next week business professional fancy or cute fancy?

1. However you want to interpret. I will likely do business professional, but

may change.

iv. Sophia: Prom night!

v. Anna: Did you know I applied to be an appointed rep and it was the best decision

I ever made? Everyone who wanted

1. I did! I applied freshman and didn’t get it. Oof but I’m the chair now!

b. Health Subcommittee﹣Gaurie Gunasekaran (gaurie@umich.edu)

i. Magda. Senior Studying neuro. Meet Monday at 8:30pm. Stop by if you’re

interested! We are looking for a liaison for SSD. We are working on a therapy

reimbursement program that gives money to students to attend therapy. If anyone

has any ideas, please come to our meeting!

c. Judiciary Establishment and Election Code Amendment Task Force﹣Max Stoneman

(maxstone@umich.edu)

i. JEECAT work with the election code and we are creating a judiciary branch!

Come talk to us if interested.

d. LSA Annual Scholarship Task Force﹣Vince Tedrick ( vtedrick@umich.edu)

i. We are trying to create a need-base scholarship. Come talk to me if you’re

interested. Meetings on Sundays at 1pm. We are working with alumnus and

restaurants in the area. We’re relatively young, but would like to grow as a group.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EJgUQsbBZ7tclHNdxIq9wKZAdj-Rj17H/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=102350539214958505347&rtpof=true&sd=true
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Sundays 1pm.

e. Subcommittee on Technology, Advising, and Academic Resources﹣Jordan Juliao

(jjuliao@umich.edu)

i. STAAR does a lot with technology, advising, and academic resources. We are

currently doing iclicker and calculator rentals. We hope to do a quick little trial

and get it rolled out within the next week. We want to get these out to the

students ASAP. Another liaison position!! If anyone here is interested in being a

liaison for STAAR, we are looking for someone to go between us and the Center

for Academic Resources. Come talk to me if you’re interested! We would like

you to come to committee meetings (Wed at 6pm). Finally, those who have

access to the survey (in STAAR agenda), TAKE THE SURVEY. We are trying to

gather data if a wolverine access app would be beneficial for students. It will be

in the DC email, I will send it to everyone I know. Please share it and take it

yourselves!

f. Taking Responsibility for the Earth and Environment Subcommittee﹣Erik Williams

(werik@umich.edu)

i. Difficulties in hearing on zoom. TREES did not meet last week, but we will meet

at 7pm on Thursday. But this week will be fully virtual. Please come! We have a

clean up event planned in conjunction with Earth Day September 26th. Ann

Arbor will be pretty messy after the game, so there’s going to be a lot of work to

do and I really hope we can get out there and prevent garbage from getting into

our waterways and whatnot. For those who don’t know, TREES do a lot

promoting sustainability on campus, in student government, and in Ann Arbor.

Send me an email if you have any questions, comments, project ideas, etc.

ii. Watt: Can non-governmental members come if they are passionate about the

environment?

iii. Yes, everyone! Inside or outside of LSA.

iv. Watt: Is it true there is a vice chair position you’re looking to fill?

v. Yes! More info with google form tomorrow. There will also be a liaison position.

We will be discussing Schlissel’s carbon neutrality thing tomorrow.
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11. Individual Representative Reports

a. None

12. Appointments, Elections, and Nominations

a. None
13. Budget Allocations Committee Recommendations

a. None
14. Old Business (YES-NO-ABSTAIN)

a. B F2021.11 Resolution Structure
i. Watt: Good evening. Every week we consider legislation, which could be

resolutions to show our stance, to fund something, etc. This bylaw amendment
will change the way our debate and resolutions looks. More specifically, this
rephrases a few things regarding debate time, amendment process, ect. Ex. it
doesn't distinguish between friendly/unfriendly amendments, talks about what
tabling/postponement looks like, etc. Also put into the ideas of authors endorsers
of resolution. It gives credit to individuals that wrote it as authors and those who
wish to support.

ii. Fioritto: Motion to call question by acclimation:
1. Second: Watt

iii. Since this passed, please change the format of your resolutions!
iv. Watt: We don’t need to do that now. Only when it is recorded in the bylaws, but

you are welcome to do it now.
a. B F2021.15 Prohibition of Unmentioned Powers

i. A bylaw that takes away “unmentioned powers,” which essentially means the
exec board can talk to the IRC to have secret abilities. The only thing that can
come from this is exploitation, so we want to cut this entirely. I am a big fan of
transparency and would like members to know what is happening within the
government. If you would like to be a sponsor, suggest your name on the doc.

ii. Point of Info: Even if we vote on this, people can still speak on this.
iii. Fioritto: Motion to all by acclimation.

1. Second: ?
2. Consent

b. Motion to Suspend the Rules to allow for small group discussions on the State of the
Government (Watt)

i. Watt: Motion to table.
ii. Salino: Second

iii. Jordan: Motion to go back to Old Business and declare it passed unanimously.
1. Second: Watt
2. Consent

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IjhJoEghNMd_It-22IZrL3HWABhrqpmWeqGRN5vWiEI/edit
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15. New Business

a. B F2021.16 A Resolution for the Use of LSA Student Government Office to be a Place
Where Voting Members Display Cultural Diversity

i. Burgaj: Ron. He/Him. Basically we are trying to live up to the messages of
anti-racism and believe this right here is a great step forward. Essentially we
came together and tried to find ways to promote anti-racism and after lots of
feedback/ideas, we came up with this wonderful idea.

ii. Nelson: We came up with the idea to have a portion of the wall in the office for
voting members to display their cultural identity. Be within reason, but everyone
should be able to showcase who they are. Basically the resolution says what the
LSA office can be used for.

iii. Burgaj: We want to celebrate the university. After several meetings, we believe
we came up with an excellent system to promote diversity. Would love your
support and hope to pass it tonight. Would like to have a meeting tonight to
discuss this. Please let us know your thoughts.

iv. Fioritto: In particular, this amendment wants any display of DEI to be in good
faith and be something that each voting member can be proud of to display
themselves.

v. Farah: This resolution points out that the VP is in charge of office space. Had a
conversation with the MESA and there were many concerns. Worried that
national affairs would be brought into the office. Are you aware that MESA is
against this?

1. Haven’t had the chance to speak with them, but we received support
from many student groups. There were members of exec that were
supportive of this.

vi. Slack: “Good faith” and “within reason” is not specified, will it be specified?
1. Nelson: We originally had a size maximum which was taken out. By

good faith, we are hoping that there will not be malicious intent involved.
And if there are national events happening, we hope it will not be used
against one another.

2. Burgaj: This is a form of expression and “good faith” will be defined
later. We hope to work with the office and exec to get that figured out.

vii. Anna: Are you comfortable/feel the student body would be comfortable with the
objectivity that the student government has?

1. Fioritto: We agree that “good faith” can be better defined, but it can also
be delegated for the VP to decide on a basis. We can also discuss this
with groups on campus, with DAC, with IRC. Maybe table for a week
and talk to MESA, if it’s appropriate. I believe it’s a good idea, but
definitely can be better chiseled out.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1hsh8vW1fEv0y2klPE_fmV2M-PQUVpEsI/edit?usp=docslist_api&filetype=msword
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2. Burgaj: We believe in the foundation of the student government. We
received a lot of feedback. Various groups came today. We will have
special meetings, but if it doesn’t pass tonight, we will talk to people
concerned.

viii. Williams: Sounds a good idea, but reading through this, this definitely needs to
be ironed. Point G declares that DAC can override VP. Feels a little shady and
can create tension between the government. Continuing on, Part C, you
mentioned the power to display items approved by the VP -- take the time to iron
out what that could mean. If there is conflict inside the government, iron out what
that would mean for everyone.

1. Nelson: Thank you for that. This is our first time writing a bylaw
amendment, but thank you! We are taking everyone's thoughts. I want to
go back to the previous speaker's comment, we are taking into account
the happenings of the world, but you know, what’s happening in the
world doesn’t have to affect us in the government. There’s nothing wrong
with showing nationality, even if countries are at war. There doesn’t have
to be tension.

2. Burgaj: To echo, would love to see you at the special meeting. Had a
long (2hr) conversation with government members last night. Appreciate
the support and if it doesn’t pass, everyone is welcome to the special
meeting.

3. Burgaj: We can come up with an unofficial size requirement.
ix. Neff: List groups in support?

1. Burgaj: Pan-African, Indian students, Jewish students, Polish, etc.
x. Stoneman: Thank you for presenting. Exciting to see people take on a bylaw

amendment. Would like to echo that giving this another week would be useful. A
special meeting is a good idea and IRC would be a great place to talk about this.
Would like to ask, going back to the previous question, would you say the
majority of support has come from your individuals from different backgrounds
or established student organizations?

1. Burgaj: Yes to both. When it comes to these orgs, they are made up of
students. Several of these students are on eboards of orgs. For everyone
that’s spoken, I would love to make time to talk this out with you.

xi. Farah: Glad to hear the idea of including movements like BLM and that we
support. The stated goal is anti-racism, and my question is, how can you
reconcile the goal of doing anti-racism and to have a sponsor who contacted
DPSS in order to display a personal flag in the office space without VP consent.

1. Burgaj: This is coming from someone who has a history of dishonesty.
And point of parliamentary procedure.



2. Stoneman: Point of Order. That’s not a parliamentary procedure.
3. Burgaj: That question wasn’t about the issue, but is a personal attack.
4. Stoneman: Then it would be directed to the chair and the chair makes a

decision.
5. Burgaj: I said point of parliamentary procedure because it was a personal

attack.
6. Kayla: What was the question?
7. Burgaj: I want you to be aware that that was an ad hominen and a

personal attack.
8. Stonemane: That would be a point of order, not parliamentary procedure.
9. Kayla: I rule the question was relevant and cannot be responded back

with a personal attack.
10. Burgaj: We can discuss, but I ask you to keep microaggressions out of it.
11. Watt: Clarification, on the resolution, it is up to the VP and two DAC

members to determine what can be in the office.
a. Nelson: we are willing to adjust

xii. Neff: While we cannot pass this unanimously voting to suspend the rule, can we
still vote on the bylaw?

1. Kayla: If we unanimously suspend the rule, we can go into voting.
xiii. Fioritto: Motion to table by one week.

1. Nelson: Second
2. Consent.

b. B F2021.17 An Amendment to the First Chapter of the Bylaws and the First Chapter of
the Election Code Incorporating the Election Code as Part of the Bylaws

i. Mostly a change in wording to officially state that the election code is a part of
the bylaws. Fun fact, we have two elections per year, 15 rep in fall and 15 rep in
winter. It’s important this is properly in place. Typically tabled for one week.

1. Mithun: Table for one week.
2. Second: William?
3. Consent

c. R F2021.08 A Resolution Advocating for Action on Behalf of Students Displaced by
“The One” Living Community

i. The One, off campus housing, was listed by the university on their off campus
website. Over 600 people bought into this property and started leasing from
them. At the start of this term, students tried to move in, but the company said it’s
not done yet and will need to go elsewhere. A lot of these students ended up in a
hotel or had to go home. The company gave a recompense of 50-100 dollars and
recently, students had sent a letter to the dean of students for aid asking to be able
to continue to go to class without the added stress of these living arrangements.
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They discussed transportation because the buses provided take forever to get onto
campus and often cannot make it to their class on time. The One is still listed on
the university website and needs to be removed. Students are also having a hard
time getting the meals they paid for. They are asking the university for
accommodation (ex. meal swipes). A lot of them would like virtual options
because it’s difficult going back and forth.

ii. Watt: Believe it’s fantastically written for his first resolution. Wanted to note, I
am very impressed.

iii. Neff: Does the request for virtual option extend as far as they are not in their
living place or is that a request as a whole?

1. Believe it’s for the moment. We can specified it on the resolution
2. Neff: No need to change, was just asking for clarification.

iv. Stoneman: Echo the first speaker. Wonderful to see someone take this on and
write a resolution. Recommend people to write resolutions on things they’re
passionate about.

v. Vince: This is great to be tackling. There is someone who is in my co-op who
isn’t in my co-op. She’s living in my living room for the next two weeks. She
signed for this yet has no place to live now.

vi. Farah: Also really impressed. I care a lot about housing and I’m really excited
that this is being written. I know some of these that have been displaced that is
looking for legal support. Does the resolution request the university to provide
support?

1. Funny you mention that, talk to someone about it today and would be
open for advice. Is there a specific office we can contact?

a. Farah: Student legal services is a great place to reach out to. Ann
Arbor’s Tennat org. City Council members.

vii. William: Can we amend this right now?
1. Kayla: Yes

viii. Tedrick: Do we suspend the rules and pass tonight?
1. Kayla: Not necessary for resolution.

ix. Williams: Hoping to pass tonight. It's a critical issue and we want to help these
students.

x. Motion to call question by acclimation
1. William: Deny, amending right now.

xi. Zachariah: Friendly amendment: office of student legal services instead of office
of legal affairs; also, have a footnote to their website

xii. Motion to recess by two seconds.
1. Second: Watt

xiii. Neff: Motion to vote by placard



1. Watt: Second
2. Consent

xiv. Juliao: Motion that it passed unanimously.
1. Second:
2. Consent

16. Matters Arising
a. Zackariah: See our committee schedule: bit.ly/LSASGSchedule

i. Thank you all for coming, encourage you all to come to committee meetings! It’s
linked above. Show up, listen, pitch some ideas. Very excited to see you all there!
In the LSA Office in the LSA Building.

b. Tedrick: There's a bit of tension, but having Dean Curzan here has really shown us what
we’re really here for: LSA Student Body. Keep your eyes peeled for issues!

c. Fioritto: For any bylaws that didn’t pass, come to IRC! Sunday 3:30-4:30pm.
d. McLean: Apply to be an appointed rep! It will be awesome. Also, formal general next

week.
e. Rich: Again, I took pictures and if you do not want to be on instagram, please come talk

to me.
f. Stoneman: Thank you to AAC vice for minutes.

i. Zhao: um.
g. Watt: Thank you to all of our constituents! You are why we do this! If you go to three of

five meetings, you become an associate rep! Very easy to be involved.
17. Snaps

18. Closing Roll Call

i. Watt, Tyler
ii. Farah, Zackariah

iii. Rifkin, Cameron
iv. Cohen, Jacob E
v. Theuerkauf, Caroline

vi. Rich, Sophia
vii. Salino, Sarah

viii. Goodsell, Alli E
ix. Hamamy, Salma E
x. McLean, Claudia

xi. Rothstein, Kayla
xii. Williams, Erik E

xiii. Dai, Carol
xiv. Fioritto, Tyler
xv. Altimemy, Zahraa A

xvi. Jonaitis, Cody
xvii. Stoneman, Max

xviii. Slack, Caroline
xix. Gunasekaran, Gaurie
xx. Zhao, Suki

xxi. Kado, Lydia
xxii. Nelson, Erica

xxiii. Tam, Peter
xxiv. Chakraborti, Aditya A
xxv. Addison, William

xxvi. Tedrick, Vincenzo (Vince)
xxvii. Neff, Ethan

xxviii. Burgaj, Roland (Ron)
xxix. Vidhya-Ponraj, Mithun
xxx. Juliao, Jordan

http://bit.ly/LSASGSchedule


xxxi. Ramos, Lissette A
xxxii. Smith, Lauren A

xxxiii. Crews, Tiffany E
xxxiv. Berglund, Mollie
xxxv. Crespo, Maleny A

xxxvi. Mulliken, Ryan A

xxxvii. Pierangeli, Cody E
xxxviii. Sommerfeld, Elizabeth A

xxxix. Wojtara, Magda
xl. Colvin, Anna

xli. Orleans, Louis
xlii. List, Riley             A

19. Adjournment

a. Motion: McClean

b. Second: Salino


